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MIX-AND-MATCH SWIMWEAR WITH GIEJO

Next time we decide to cop out in the morning, and put on the laziest of outfits, we vow to think about 
GABBY SABHARWAL. In addition to her day job as a publicist at BCBG, she recently debuted a collection 
of swimwear she designed called Giejo. The line just hit some of our favorite boutiques including Creatures 
of Comfort and Dagny + Barstow with exclusive pieces debuting at Barneys this spring. Seeing how stylishly 
Gabby manages to get through her long (long) days was inspiration enough for us to trade in our classic 
blue jeans for floral prints and our cotton leggings for shiny metallics. Here, she presents the five outfits 
getting the most mileage during her endless days on the go.

“I adore a dress that you can just throw on, that 
doesn’t require too many accessories. For chilly 
nights in New York City, I always turn to my good, 
old leather jacket. This is my go-to look for a 
dinner date with my boyfriend.”

L To R: Malene Birger ‘Oline’ Jacket: $299, Kelly Bergin Silk-
Georgette Maxi Dress: $525, Digby & Iona Emerald Cocktail 
Ring: $130.

“Just like with my swimsuits, I love to mix prints, 
textures and patterns. I’ll wear this for a day of 
meetings at the BCBG offices and a sales meeting 
for Giejo.”

L To R: Vanessa Bruo Bruno Athé Jacket: $264, Mint 
Multicolor Pastel Jumpsuit: $705, Kevia Wing Pendant: $100.



“I am a sucker for stripes and could wear this 
maxi anywhere. Recently I paired it with a navy 
and silver chain embellished sweater for a day of 
Sunday errands.”

L To R: Malene Birger ‘Oline’ Jacket: $299, Kelly Bergin Silk-
Georgette Maxi Dress: $525, Digby & Iona Emerald Cocktail 
Ring: $130.

“I am trying out metallic pants by keeping the look 
as casual as possible—I’ve paired them with a basic 
white T.”

L To R: T By Alexander Wang V-Neck Pocket Tee: $78, Black 
& Gold Snake Print Pants: $295, Bamboo Brass Bangle 
Bracelet Set: $17.99

“I am obsessed with these pants! By pulling the 
drawstring on the top, I’m giving a nod to the 
peplum trend. This is a great outfit option for 
brunch with girlfriends—which, incidentally, is 
exactly where I wore it.”

L To R: (Different Wash) Paige Denim ‘Skyline’ Floral Skinny 
Jeans: $189, Nike Epic Crew Training Sweatshirt: $64, Belstaff 
Warmer Vest: $235.


